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ABSTRACT. The heritage tourism industry currently accounts for one-third of the $2.3 billion
in tourism revenue generated annually in Alberta. This discussion examines the heritage
tourism industry in southwestern Alberta - particularly a triangular sweep encompassing Fort
Macleod , Crowsnest Pass , and Cards ton - with special reference to the as yet touristically
dormant Peigan Nation and Blood Indian Reserves enveloped within this "triangle" of cultural
tourism . The purpose is to examine some of the socioeconomic and sociocultural impacts of
stacking these facilities within such a confined area of southwestern Alberta. There is a need
for sensitive management and industry sustainability that will, in turn , challenge conventional
understandings of how Native cultures should be represented and interpreted.

SOMMAIRE. L'industrie du tourisme historique represents, a I'heure actuelle, Ie tiers des
revenus de 2,3 milliards de dollars generes annuellement par Ie tourisme albertain . Cet article
examine I'industrie du tourisme historique dans Ie sud-ouest de l'Alberta - en particulier dans
Ie triangle englobant Fort Macleod , Ie Col du Nid de corbeau et Cardston - et fait reference
tout specialernent aux reserves de la nation Peigan et des Indiens Blood ou Ie tourisme n'est
pas encore oeveloppe. Dans cet article , on veut etudier l'irnpact socio -econornique et
socio -culturel que peut avoir I'entassement de toutes ces installations dans un si petit
perimetre du sud-ouest de l'Alberta. II faut une gestion judicieuse et une industrie capable de
survivre qui , ason tour , remettra en question Ie point de vue conventionnel qui dicte comment
les cultures autochtones devraient etre representees et interpretees,

A Third World in Every First World
A First World in Every Third World

Trinh T. Minh-ha 1

The heritage tourism" industry is big business in Alberta, accounting for
approximately one-third of the $2.3 billion in tourism revenue generated
annually." The geographic focus of this discussion (hereafter referred to as
the ''triangle'') is a triangular sweep in southwestern Alberta that includes
Fort Macleod, Crowsnest Pass and Cardston, which hosts the highest
concentration of multimillion dollar heritage facilities in the province (Figures
1 and 2). The investigative focus of this paper is on the touristically dormant
Peigan Nation and Blood Indian reserves encompassed within this ''triangle''
of cultural tourism.

Since 1985, Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism has overseen the
planning and implementation of a $27 million heritage facility investment in
the ''triangle, '' a figure which, to date, represents roughly one-quarter of the
total provincial investment in such tacilities.' The Head-Smashed-In Buffalo
Jump Interpretive Centre, Frank Slide Interpretive Centre and the soon-to
be-completed Remington Alberta Carriage Centre are all in the process of
carving out a readily identifiable ''tourist space" and rearranging the area's
socioeconomic and sociocultural patterns.

What follows is an examination of some of the spatial, socioeconomic
and sociocultural impacts of stackinq" these facilities within such a confined
area of southwestern Alberta - an area that also envelops virtually all of the
Peigan Nation Reserve and slightly less than half of the Blood Indian
Reserve (Figure 2). The intent is to open a dialogue on the need to challenge
conventional understanding of how Native cultures, lifeways and histories
should be interpreted and represented, particularly in light of the rising curve
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Figure 1. Alberta , Canada . Adapted from Chinook Country Tourist Association, Chinook Country: A Whole
Lot of Heritage (promotional pamphlet, 1g90).

of domestic and international tourism and the seemingly erratic investment
of millions of government dollars.

Heritage tourism in southwestern Alberta has emerged like a fragmented
image in a cubist painting seen from a number of simultaneous but conflicting
perspectives. Each distinct perspective, as seen through the "language" and
medium of its characteristic mode of enquiry, features its own strengths and
weaknesses. In a changing world, in which former methods of investigation
may not apply, or may not entirely embrace the full complement of relevant
analytical options, the consideration of the "postmodern" perspective in
touristic and Native studies enquiry ensures that valuable interdisciplinary
and cross-cultural insights are not tost.' As Barraclouqh" has observed, much
of the most fascinating and productive research occurs at or across the
frontiers between different disciplines. Moreover, as University of Alberta
professors David Whitson and Trevor Slack suggest, the postmodern
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Figure 2. The "Triangle: Adapted from Alberta Tourism, Province 01Alberta, Canada, t989 Official Road
Map.

perspective also leads us to suspect that society itself might be in danger of
being restructured to serve economic ends rather than the opposite ."

The heated debate on postmodernism assumes many forms. At the
heart of postmodernist deliberation, however, is a thoughtful look at the
rationality of modernism and the existing order . The postmodern perspec
tive compels us to weigh the ironies, contradictions and absurdities in order
to make us see its objective in a new light, hinting perhaps at a hidden
agenda of power modalities, language games and interest-motivated
rationality behind the appearances. For example , the postmodern frame of
reference exposes the disquieting irony of Alberta Culture and Multicul 
turalism seemingly comprom ising its primary mandate through its
transformat ive foray into bi~ business , high finance , and the heritage
tourism advertising industry. 0 How? Upon careful scrutiny of the primary
mandate of Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism, together with the ministry 's
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multimillion-dollar heritage facility investments and its glossy "Experience
the Past" advertising campaign , one might well be left in a quandary. If
Alberta Culture is rushing headlong into big business , advertising and
marketing, who is going to champion , without conflicts and "bottom-lines,"
Alberta's cultural and Native heritage in places such as the "trianqle"?

What first drew me to postmodernist thought was its sensitivity to
heterogeneity, particularity and uniqueness -the very attributes that draw
visitors to attractions. The philosopher Jean Francois Lyotard claims that
"postmodern knowledge is not simply a tool of the author ities; it refines our
sensitivity to differences."" Lyotard speaks of a postmodern crisis of
narratives which profile a multiplicity of "language games" that, in turn , give
rise to "institutions in patcnes.:"

As previously mentioned, the tourist space of the 'trlanote" encompasses
two of these so-called "institutions in patches. " The reserves of the Peigan
Nation and the Blood Tribe constitute patches of a "Third World" environ
ment within the broader industrialized Canadian trarnework ."

The following facts and statistics make it clear that Canada does have its
own Third World within . According to a recent article in the Globe and Mail,
in 1985 the annual earnings of 35.5 percent of Canadian full-blooded
Natives were in the lowest category , from no income to $4 ,999.'4Only 19
percent of the population as a whole had incomes in that range. The top
category, more than $25,000, included only 10.2 percent of the Native
population, compared to 26.3 percent of the entire population . Kelly Frank,
native economic development officer for the Blood Reserve , notes that
unemployment levels on the reserve currently run as high as 80 percent. 15

A recent Treaty 7 Community Futures Workshop discussion paper calls
attention to an 85 percent unemployment rate among its seven member
tribes ."

Moreover, Natives living on reserves are seven times more likely than
other Canadians to lack central heating and sixteen times more likely to be
overcrowded." A cursory drive through the residential areas in Stand Off
(Blood Reserve) or Brocket (Peigan Reserve) reveals the dilapidated living
conditions on the reserves , conditions that could benefit from an infusion of
tourist dollars.

The phenomena of tourist space and conventional "top-down" tourism
development are made manifest by the outgrowth of metropolitan
capitalism." So, too ,are the reserves subject to the exploitative relationship
prevail ing between the metropolitan cores and their geographic peripheries.
Claudia Notzke emphasizes that 't he metropo lis not only exploits its hinter
lands , it creates them, and perpetuates as long as possible their economic,
social , and polit ical oepenoence.:" Native people of Canada living on
reserves are, in essence , colonials embedded within the overarching
dominance of the governing nation.

Indian reserves exhibit a dist inct form of socio-spatial organ ization.
Reserves were not conceived as an altruistic spatial gratu ity set aside as
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homelands for Native peoples ; rather , they were an integral part of the
government's program of cultural imperialism. These government-issued
pockets of socio-spatial constraint were put in place to contain and "civilize "
the Indian . Once 'the Indians" were thoroughly schooled and processed in
the image and likeness of their colonizers, reserves were to be abolished."
As time went by, however, Natives began to see the reserves as their
homelands . This was not a phenomenon wherein brainwashed prisoners
ultimately identified with their captors ; rather it was an instance of a people
becoming inseparable from the sacred land to which they were tied .

Kay Anderson's study of the development of Vancouver's Chinatown."
an investigative exercise into cultural hegemony and landscape as "t ext,"
bears directly upon the Native history of the 't rianqle."Anderson argues that
it was in the context of defining Chinatown as physically , culturally and
racially "apart" and "other" that the coherence and legitimation necessary to
underpin the political policy (of social control through spatial control) was
formulated . A similar study on the Peigan and Blood reserves would shed
light on the social and geographic impetus of prejudice in the "trianqle" and
the machinations of the "white imagination,,22 in southwestern Alberta.

The Peigan and Blood reserves are a captive , and as yet passive,
audience within the socio-spatial structure that is currently being processed
by tourism." Native economic development officers on both reserves
expressed curiosity about , and suspicion of, cultural tourism." Both officers
noted the massive increase in traffic flows over the last decade, with millions
of provincial dollars being funnelled into nearby "generator" projects." But
neither seems able to envision what might constitute a comfortable, yet
beneficial, entry point for the Bloods and the Peigans into the cultural
tourism industry .

Moreover, there are conflicting federal and prov incial government juris 
dictions and funding policies with which to contend. The reserves fall under
the auspices of federa l guidelines, while most major "generator" funding is
derived from provincial sources. Furthermore, private investors are reluc
tant to develop "generators" on reserve land for a number of economic,
political and cultural reasons , not the least of which is the spectre of Oka and
Kahnawake," militant roadblocks, and ongoing Native unrest hanging over
the collective Canadian and tourist consciousness.

Let us imagine for a moment that the convoluted labyrinth of governmen
tal and investor "red-tape" could be placated or somehow side-stepped.
What , then, would natives stand to gain from cultural tourism? Geographers
Rita-Jean Browne and Mary Lee Nolan suggest that tourism offers the
greatest potential for economic development on some reserves, and that if
sensitively managed it can also stimulate cultural revitalization , help main
tain cultural identity and act as a promotional vehicle toward a better
understanding of Native culture."

By capitalizing on two of their most valuable assets - the natural beauty
of their landscapes and their cultural traditions - Native people have the
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opportunity to assert a measure of badly needed economic independence.
Moreover, according to Browne and Nolan, this increased economic inde
pendence could, in turn, provide Native people with a heightened sense of
pride, self-esteem, and self-determination. On the other hand, authors such
as Turner and Ash claim that tourism is the betrayer of authenticity and
cultural identity." Others, Davydd Greenwood among them , warn of the
displacement of traditional life by the overriding cultural process of
"comrnodlnzatlon.?"

Recent studies in several parts of the Third World , as well as in certain
''third worlds within first worlds," indicate that tourism's forecasted panacea
of beneficial economic development has not always profited the local
people, the supposed principal beneticiaries." Similarly, a number of the
initial efforts to develop reservation tourism (in the western United States,
for instance) have had negative consequences or have fallen short of the
anticipated level of benefits." Malcolm Crick suggests that only one certain
ty prevails within the contradictory nature of tourism; that is, for virtually any
effect of tourism discovered, a counterexample likely exists."

Beneath the economic and cultural debates persists the socio-spatial
reality of Native location within the tourist space of the ''triangle.''With chronic
unemployment levels running as high as 80-85 percent , the reserves cannot
afford to ignore the $27 million investment at hand. But, once again, how is
this entry point to be suitably broached?

First , a quality attraction - a heritage "qenerator/ecornuseurrr'" com
bination - could be developed on one , both , or somewhere between the
two reserves.The generatorwould renderthe desired degree of ''tourismag
netlsrn" (the ability of an area to draw tourism)," and the ecomuseum would
engender an understanding of the animating principle of Native life :the land.
After all, Native reserves, due to their communal structures, the ir distinct
spatial confines and the permeating role of their culture, are already "virtual
built-in ecornoseurns.?" Furthermore, it would be beneficial to the larger
socio-spatial environment if the "generator/ecomuseum" were to comple
ment the tourist space already underway in the ''triangle .,,36

Second, information booths might be set up at strategic points on both
reserves . The booths could emphasize genuine and meaningful community
involvement, with an all-Native staff of attendants handing out literature
conveying the cultural and geographic information deemed important by the
Bloods and Peigans, not the stereotypical image currently generated by the
tourism industry. The content of the travel literature is crucial for , as Crick
suggests, tourism can be an activity that perpetuates and reinforces
stereotypes rather than the reverse .37

Third, visitors need to be assured that they will be greeted warmly. For
instance, when a Blood splinter group blockaded Highways 2 and 5 just
north of Cardston in 1990 , a couple from New York , who had spent "two
miserab le days" visit ing Canada, were reported as saying, "[t]his really
sucks. I don 't know what kind of laws you have here, but it's illegal to do
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something like this where I come trorn.r" This kind of obstructive activity,
although understandable within the broader geohistorical context, does
nothing to endear Native culture to a pleasure-seeking and vacationing
public, much less investors and government agencies .

This brings us to the key issue and point of contention in discussions on
Native tourism - that of control. 39 Natives demand it, and investors and
administrators are hesitant to relinquish it. But there is also an essential
consideration that runs even deeper than the issue of control - that of
mutual and self-respect. Native people require the means to reestablish
self-respect in order to further their cultural renaissance." while the Native
and non-Native communities must develop mutual respect before they can
cooperate effectively. Personal interviews with such "Chinook Country?"
tourism notables as Hugh Craig and Randy Smith42 suggested that the
non-Native community has not moved far enough towards accommodation
and cooperation. Major investors simply do not have enough confidence in
current levels of Native economic, business, and organizational skil1.43 Yet
Natives want complete control over the interpretation of their culture, the
planning and operation of programs, including fiscal management and the
level and intensity of tourism development.

Ken Eaglespeaker , former chief interpretation officer at the Head
Smashed-In Buffalo Jump (and acting facility manager when I interviewed
him), believes that Native people are capable of managing both the
economic and interpretive aspects of a major attraction . Eaglespeaker
points out that "one of the things that the various levels of government have
been promoting over the years is to get the tribes on their feet to do
something for themselves... I think it would be wrong to deny them an
opportunity to prove thernselves.?"

At present the Buffalo Jump Interpretive Centre comes closest to solving
the issue of "control" in the ''triangle.'' Even though Alberta Culture and
Multiculturalism oversees the grand design of the facility's fiscal and
ideological advancement , in a unique cooperative effort the provincial
government , Alberta's scientific community , and Native elders combine to
promote Native heritage and to enrich the understanding of aboriginal
culture." Eaglespeaker and his staff of fourteen interpreters offer tours,
classes, seminars, and videos depicting how the region's Native people
lived in prehistoric times. Eaglespeaker notes:

[TheItypical visitor here is non-Native, so we promote a cross-cultural exchange.
That's why we have an all-Native staff of interpreters and advisors.. .. One of the
things that Head-Smashed -In has been responsible for .. . is the changing of
attitudes in the museum world of Canada , and in the Canadian Parks Service ,
because of our initiative and our mandate that we must interpret our Native
culture - including our interpretation of plants . animals , landscapes, environ
ment - through and by Native people. It has not been done in Canada on a
grand scale ... like it is presently being done at Head-Smashed-In. In fact, the
U.S. Parks Service , after hearing so much about what we are doing up here at
Head-Smashed -In, has justinvited me to deliver workshops on Native interpreta
tion starting in October of this year.46
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These observations led me to believe that Eaglespeaker might embody the
solution to the control issue which, in turn , could represent a comfortable
entry point forthe reserves, at least as far as the "triangle" is concerned. The
solution, as I see it, involves four basic steps. First, Eaglespeaker might be
asked to spearhead a steering committee and a feasibility study to look into
the development of a heritage "generator/ ecomuseum" on the most ap
propriate site. Second, a fully detailed economic and interpretive proposal
might be submitted to an amalgam of private and public (both federal and
provincial) concerns. Third , Eaglespeaker might be invited to assume the
managing directorship of the heritage facility . Fourth , the facility in question
might become, like its Head-Smashed-In counterpart, a model interpreta
tive centre of Native culture, art and tourism.

At the outset, prior to the steering committee and the feasibility study , a
memorandum of intent could be circulated to concerned band and municipal
councils in order to give them an opportunity for input. The Heritage Canada
Foundation used such a memorandum of intent - an element that had not
been a part of earlier regional heritage tourism projects in western Canada
-to include the diverse groups and areas involved in organizing a heritage
program on Manitoulin tstanc." In this case , the Manitoulin Municipal
Association, the United Chiefs and Councils of Manitoulin, the Manitoulin
Tourism Association and the island's two Community Futures Organ iza
tions combined with Heritage Canada to launch an "historic co-operation
that supersedes east-west and native-non-native dltterences.?" The
memorandum of intent is an effort to include all parties, while never losing
sight of diversity and particularity. As Jacques Dalibard notes , "heritage is
not things, it is people :.49

Another fundamental consideration must be weighed and determined by
Native people prior to opening a Native tourism "generator/ ecomuseum"
that of a threshold for social carrying capacity . Peter Murphy points out that
"one guide to the development of sensitively managed and appropriate ly
scaled tourism is the creation of a social carrying-capacity approach,'?"while
Louis D'Amore defines social carrying capacity for tourism as "that point in
the growth of tourism where local residents perceive on balance an unaccep
table level of social disbenefits from tourism devetoprnent.:" (Figure 3) This
approach is essential to any Native tourism development as well as for each
individual destination and the 'trianqle" as a whole. Young , in his delibera
tions on the negative local impacts of tourism, claims that "one obvious
solution is to influence national [as well as provincial and regional] tourist
policy so that the flow to each particular region is optimal - neither too high
[nor] too low - and to convince the policy-makers that beyond a certain level
further increases are counter-producnve.:"

Waterton Lakes National Park (less than an hour from Cardston) closes
its gates to campers and other overnight visitors when its carrying capacity
has been reached . Perhaps a similar system could be devised to limit the
tourist flow onto the Blood and Peigan reserves and, if necessary, into the
"trianqle " itself.
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A social carry ing-capacity approach provides two constructive functions
to tourism planning. First, it promotes the realization that every destination
has a bounded supply of resources , including that of conviviality and
hospitality. This perspect ive is generally forgotten in the heady enthusiasm
of the early stages of development. Second, it imparts and sustains a
framework within which to assess the relative social impacts of tourism
development. Precise guidelines are simply unattainable within the
framework of a social carrying-capacity approach," and because of the
wide spectrum of residents' perceptions of tourism and its impacts , such
precision should not be sought after or expected.

James Clifford observes that "[mjarginal, non-western groups constantly
... enterthe modern world. And whether this entry is celebrated or lamented ,
the price is always this: local, distinctive paths through modernity vanish .?"
But this is a static notion, one of cultures seen to be moving out of tradition
and into the modern (or postmodern) world, a static notion that sees
overriding structures as being equipped with cultural appendages that either
"resist or yield to the new but cannot produce it."55 The postmodern
sensit ivity to cultural difference and "otherness" is vital for a balanced
approach to heritage and "other" tourism in the ''triangle'' because it cuts
through the static geohistorical imagery and lays bare a tangle of dynamic
and conflicting reflections on the way that knowledge is constructed and
contested rather than being simply received. In other words , it calls into
question the linear Eurocentric perspective of time and domination as well
as conventional understandings of how Native cultures and histories should
be represented and interpreted . These "institutions in patches ," if given the
opportunity to help themselves , can indeed prove to the ''triangle'' and the
world , that they have not continuously resisted the new but rather have
always contributed in their own way to its production .

The postmodern perspective encourages a cooperative and collabora
tive conversation among people , not the report of an observer. It advocates
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a group discussion, "a cooperative story-telling venture, a polyphonic text.
... No one is out to 'study' anyone, no one's thoughts or actions are 'data' or
'evidence' for anyone else's theory, no one is more 'primitive' or less
'evolved' than anyone else.',56 The postmodern perspective forces us to
reexamine how we are all implicated in the domination of others. It challen
ges conventional 'top-down" government control of tourist facilities, as well
as their attendant and approximated cultural representations , by high
lighting the long-neglected need to understand local, "bottom-up," and
Native perceptions of change and continuity. It also exposes a further
contextual friction - we cannot avoid remaking and reinventing our collec
tive heritage with each additional "heritage generator" we put into place.

The Native view of the world is holistic by nature," but this does not
preclude the Native desire to foster the best of their traditions while
accepting the best of change. It is often the encompassing societies of these
"institutions in patches," and not the Natives themselves, that perceive as
paradoxical the interest of traditional Natives in contemporary parapher
nalia such as graphs, tables, flow charts, and computer models . By way of
illustration, Jerry Potts, Jr. of the Peigan Nation recently spoke of his
intention to form a Native corporation that would simultaneously handle all
future tourism development on the reserve and shield traditional Native
elements from any outside negative impacts .56 Potts also enquired about
the possibility of adapting the Tiebout Local Economic Impact computer
model to a specific Indian reserve application in the hope that such an
adaptation might provide an estimation of the local economic benefits that
might accrue from an influx of tourist expenditures."

This article has attempted to examine , with special reference to the
inhabitants of the Peigan Nation and Blood reserves , some of the spatial ,
socioeconomic, and sociocultural impacts of placing $27 million of heritage
facilities within such a confined area. This "trianqle " of cultural tourism
envelops virtually all of the Peigan Nation Reserve and slightly less than half
of the Blood Indian Reserve . In addition to the ideas suggested for suitable
Native tourism entry points , the article has striven to open a dialogue on the
need for sensitive management and plann ing in an industry with great
potential for Native control , express ion and education about their culture .

At present, these ideas are unfunded and amorphous , and the Native
tourism opportunities with in the ''triangle '' remain largely dormant. But we
have within our grasp the opportunity to plan it sensitively and properly . If
Native tourism in southwestern Alberta is developed tastefully ,with respect,
and with genuine and rneanlnqtul Native involvement , as well as with a view
toward fresh investigative perspectives and "retextualized" understand ings
of how Native cultures should be represented and interpreted ,everyone can
benefit.

NOTES

1. This quote by Trinh T. Minh-ha is taken from James Clifford, "Of Other Peoples: Beyond
the 'Salvage' Paradigm," in Hal Foster, ed., Discussions in Contemporary Culture
(Seattle : Bay Press, 1987), 125.
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2. The terms cultural tourism and heritage tourism will be used interchangeably throughout
this paper. According to Alberta Tourism, cultural tourism has been defined as those
activities, attractions , facilities, networks, and services that are based upon heritage or
cultural elements (Tourism Development Network Bulletin No. 20: Cultural Tourism,
[Edmonton: Alberta Tourism, 1990)). Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism notes that
Alberta's network of heritage facilities includes over 135museums and twelve interpreted
historic sites, two major heritage parks and thirty-eight archives, with a total visitation of
more than 5.5 million visitors annually (The Economic Impact of Provincial Heritage
Facilities in Alberta [Edmonton : Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism, 1989], 3). The
concepts in this article were originally developed as part of Robert L. Rock, "Regional
Heritage Tourism : The Bottom Left-hand Corner of Alberta" (MA thesis, Queen's
University, 1991). See also, Heritage Canada Foundation, Regional Heritage Tourism
Strategy (Ottawa: Heritage Canada Foundation, 1988) for more information on the
regional heritage tourism concept.

3. William Byrne, "Museums and Cultural Tourism in Alberta," in Proceedings of Alberta
Museums Association Conference (Edmonton : Alberta Culture, 1988): 13.

4. Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism, "Contributions for Minister's Speech on 'Planning for
Cultural Tourism' ," Historical Resources Intern Programme (Calgary: University of
Calgary, 1989): 2.

5. J.M. Miossec, "Un Modele de L'Espace Touristique ," L'Espace Geoqrepnique 6, nO.1
(1977): 41-48. The term "tourist space" refers to the form, structure , mediation , and
evolution of socio-spatial organization arising from the influence of touristic activity . See
also Geoffrey Wall, "Cycles and Capacity - Incipient Theory or Conceptual Contradic
tion," Tourism Management 3, nO.3 (1982) : 188-92. Used here, the term is concerned
with the series of events, as well as their cumulative socio-spatial consequences , by
which a once peripheral area (or low-intensity tourism region) is shaped and reshaped
through the addition of new facilities and infrastructures until the human and physical
landscape is modified, and commodified , to the point that it is essentially a built
environment with urban characteristics.

6. The term "stacking" is taken from a personal communication with Robert Graham (former
director, Alberta Main Street Programme, Alberta Historical Resources Foundation .
Letter to author , 1 November 1989). When asked to comment on my proposed thesis
topic Mr. Graham responded with, "[a] study of the effects of tourism on the area
[Cardston, Crowsnest Pass, and Fort Macleod] and the cumulative effects of stacking
such facilities would probably be seen as a very good academic thesis topic."

7. Postmodernism, as the term is used throughout this article , represents an attack against
the rationality of modernism, an assault on the modernist "foundational" epistemologies.
The postmodernism concept has grown out of architecture , aesthetics, and literary theory
to confront the contours of the human and social sciences as a whole. The postmodernist
perspective questions claims for a privileged path to truth or to accurate representations
of reality.Two other constructs of postmodernism (although they are not addressed in this
discussion) are prevalent at present. The first deals with postmodernism as a style
(architecture, art, and design in general), and the second deals with postmodernism as
an epoch (a belief that there has been some kind of radical break with past trends) . For
more information on both postmodernist constructs noted above, see Michael J. Dear,
"Postmodernism and Planning," Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 4
(1986): 367-84, and, "The Postmodern Challenge : Reconstructing Human Geography ,"
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 13 (1988) : 262-74. see also Edward
Soja, Postmodern Geographies (London: Verso, 1989).

8. G. Barraclough, Main Trends in History (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1979).

9. David Whitson and Trevor Slack, "Deconstructing the Discourses of Leisure Manage
ment," Society and Leisure 12, nO.1 (1989) : 19-34.

10. The primary mandate of Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism is the preservation and
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public presenta tion of the province's heritage resources, and the development of a
cultural environmen t that nurtures the arts and multicultural activities (Alberta Culture and
Multiculturalism, "Contributions for Minister's Speech on 'Planning for Cultural Tourism'") .

11. Jean Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (Min
neapolis : University of Minnesota , 1984): xxv.

12. George Marcus and Michael Fischer also refer to Lyotard's usage of the term "institutions
in patches ." See Anthropology as Cultural Critique: An Experimental Moment in the
Human Sciences (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1986),8. Marcus and Fischer
recognize the term as one of the key features of the "experimental moment" currently
underway in the human sciences , a "moment" that is prompt ing a "loosening of the hold
over fragmented scholarly communities of either specific totalizing visions or a general
paradigmatic style of organizing research . The author ity of 'grand theory' styles seems
suspended for the moment in favour of a close consideration of such issues as
contextuality, the meaning of social life to those who enact it, and the explanation of
exceptions and indeterminants rather than regularit ies in phenomena observed [ern
phasis added)." I have adapted the term "institutions in patches" and applied it to Native
reserves for two reasons : because the loosening of the hold of "grand theories" and the
growing healthy suspicion of the "existing order" have encouraged a new perspective of
the dominated and the methods of those doing the dominating ; and because I find the
phrase to be a useful and descriptive characterization of Canadian reserves. They are
indeed government-issued institutions with a very distinct form of socio-spatial organiza
tion that form a sort of random "patchwork" across the country . This healthy suspicion of
the powers that be, in turn, creates an intellectual climate that begs such questions as:
who are the "real authors " of our collective heritage landscapes ? Of our reserves or
"institutions in patches? " Is our Eurocentric ideology in place merely to "naturalize" our
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